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September 1., 1992
RBG- 37,423
File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
._._0gkqLNo. 50-458

- Please find enclosed Licensee Event Repott No. 92-008 Revision 1 for River
. Bend Station -Unit .1. This supplemental report is submitted pursuant
10CFR50.73 to provide the results of additional root cause analysis and corrective

mtions.

'

| Sincerel ',
' ' T y'7 t

V \ ~

W. H. Odell
;. ' Manager - Oversight .

River Bend Nuclear Group
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. | cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
,

-Arlington, TX 76011- 1

1
NRC Resident Inspector !

. P.O. Box 1051 - !
'

St. Francisville, LA 70775

INPO Records Center'

1100 circle 75 Parkway
,

Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
'

Mr, C.R. Oberg _
Public Utility Commission of Texas
7800 Shoal Cmek Blvd., Suite 400 North
Austin, TX 78757

Imuisiana Depaitment of Environmental Quality
Radiation Pmtection Division
P.O. Box 82135
Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2135
ATTN: Administrator
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At 1345 on 4/2/92_with the Unit in Operational Condition 5 (Refueling), it was discovered that
. the containment building had been breached during modification of the standby service water
system piping on 3/31/92 at 2330. The Division II standby service water inboard piping
associated with containment penetration KJB*Z53B had been cut into while the outboard
containment. isolation valve ISWP*MOV81B was in the open position. Core aherations were
performed while this condition existed resulting in a violation of Technical Specification 3.6.1.2.
Therefore, this report is submitted pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(b) as operation prohibited by
the Technical Specifications and 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v) as a condition that alone could have
prevented the fulfillment of a safety function.

i- The root cause of this event was personnel error by operations and tagging personnel for not

| ' understanding the modification being perfonned on the service water piping. All Operations

L personnel were briefed on this incident on their next scheduled shift and additional training is -

l' planned for all licensed operators. The STP used to verify containment integrity - fuel handling
(STP-0040702) has been revised to include a signoff for the SS/COF to verify that all active
LCOs and tracking LCOs have been reviewed for impact on containment integrity.

i
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REPORTED CONDrflON

At 1345 on 4/2/92 with the Unit in Operational Condition 5 (Refueling), it was di> covered that
the containment building had been breached during r'odification of the standby service water
system (*BI*) piping on 3/31/92 at 2330. The Division II standby service water inboard piping .
associated with containment penetration KJB*Zi3B had been cut into while the outboard
containment isolation valve ISWP*MOV81B (*20*) was in the open position. Core alterations
were performed for approximately 11 hours while this condition existed resulting in a violation
of Technical Specification 3.6.1.2. This constituted a containment breach subsequent to the
establishment of containment integtity - fuel handling to suput the core offload during the
current (fourth) refueling outage. Therefore, this report is Omitted pursuant to
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(b) as operation prohibited by the Techical Specifications and
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v) as a condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of a safety
function.

INVESTIGATION

At 2057 on 3/31/92, containment integrity - fuel handling (T.S. 3.6.1.2 ) was established in
support -of the core off load for the ongoing refueling outage (fourth refueling outage (RF-4)).
Containment integrity was verified by the performance of STP4)00-0702. This surveillance does
not verify penetmtion KJB*Z53B, since it is normally full of service water. At appmxhnately
2330 on 3/31/92, the service water pipe, ISWP-010-547-2(B) was cut into per maintenance work
order (MWO) #141544. Note that MWO #141544 is associated with modification request (MR)
90-0008 and was released for werk on 3/30/92 at 1105. The cutting of the service water pipe
created a breach in the inboard portion of containment penetration K3B*Z53B at approxirr ,tely
2330 en 3/31/92. Valve ISWP*MOV81B ('20*), the outboard isolation valve for this
penetration, had been placed in its nonnal open position on 3/31/92 at 1011 following LLRT
testing. This was done te verify the draining of the SWP pipe for MWO #141544. Since there
were no containment integrity constraints in effect at the time ISWP*MOV31B (*20*) was
opened, it was not recognized that a containment breach would exist once ISWP-010-547-2(B)
was cut. Note that ISWP*MOV81B (*20*) was within the clearance boundary for the MWO.
The clearance was originally inniated to maintain divisional separation an maintain
containment integrity during the draindown of the Division II standby service water and normal
service water systems on 3/24/92. However, the releasing senior reactor operator (SRO) did not
understand the full extent and the exact location of the (pipe cutting) work under MWO
#141544. As a result, the MWO was not listed on the tracking LCO for containment integrity -
fuel handling.

i
,
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Core alterations commenced at 0559 on 4/1/92 and continued until approximately 1700 on
4/1/92. During this 11 hour period, the containment breach existed at KJB"Z53B and thus core
alterations were prohibited by TS 3.6.1.2. On 4/2/92 at 1345 it was discovered that a potential
containment breach existed at KJB*Z53B. Valve ISWP*MOV81B (*20*) was closed until
containment integrity could be veriGed. VeriGcation of the position of ISWP*MOV81B (*20*) -

in computer history revealed that it was open during this time period. A 10CFRSO.72
notificatio!. of a condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of a safety function
was called in to the NRC Operations Center at 1100 CST on 4/3/92.

ROOT CAUSE

The root cause of this incident is personnel error h) Sc;h the releasing senior reactor operator
(SRO) and the tagging ofGeial (TO). The re' easing SRO did not adequately question the

| personnel performing the piping modiGeation under maintenance work order (MWO) #141544 as
to the details of the work. The releasing SRO then failed to list the MWO on the tracking
limiting condition for operation (LCO) for Containment Integrity-Fuel Handling. Had this
communication been complete, the MWO would have been listed on the LCO and operators
would have been aware of this containment breach wher. attempting to establish containment
integnty for commencement of fuel offloading operations. The TO also did not adequately
question the workers requesting that the outboard isolation valve be opened and left open to
verify the pipe was drained. The TO misunderstood that the location of the cutting of the pipe
was to be in the auxiliary building rather than inside containment. Had the TO understood the
location of the breach, he would have reclosed the isolation valve after the pipe was verified
drained,

>

A number of contributing factors were involved. Opemtions personnel belle /ed that a more
extensive review of work packages was performed by Outage Management than was the case.
Operations persor.nel also placed relinnce on a service water modification staM board in the
control room, but the status board was not providing a continuing, up-to-date status of the
syvem at the modifications were tring installed.

The potential for a containment integrity conflict was not identified during the development and
,

planning stages of modification request (MR) 90-0008 and MWO #141544. Engineering
procedure ENG-3-006, " Modification Request" now includes a post design review checklist
which specifically addresses the operational impact of modiGeations.

This procedural requirement was not in place when Mn 90 n008 was approved for work in
January 1990. Nor did the MWO planning process flag the potential for containment integrity
impact. The planning process identi ied containment isolation valves for added precautions.

90C Perm 38EA 489)
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However, the MWO in this case, was associated with a service water line number rather than an
isolation valve.

,

A myiew of pre 'ous LERs revealed no similar events.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Upon discovery of the containment breach on April 2,1992, immediate corrective actica
!. included closing and tagging outboard isolation valve ISWP*MOV81B (a'20*L thereby

reestablishing containment integrity and suspension of additional core alteradens Imd handling of
. iTadiated fuel in primary containment. Notification under 10CFR50.72 of a co'ndition that alone
could have prevented the fulfillment of a safety function was called in to the NRC. A review of
all active work packages to detemline if any could possibly affect containment integrity, operator ,

walkdowns of piping and valves necessary to maintain containment integrity-fuel handling,
.

placement of danger tags on all primary containment service water penetrations, and satisfactory
recompletion of STP-000-0702, " Primary Containment Integrity - Fuel Handling Verification",
-were performed. Reactor core offloading was resumed.

.

This incident.was reviewed with all operators during shift briefings to emphasize the
consequences of this error. Also,-specific guidance was given to shift supervisors and control
operating foreman via memorandum on post-design documentation requirements prior to work
release of MR-related MWOs. STP-000-0702 was revised to add requirements for the
SSs/COFs to review the tracking LCOs and LCOs for containment integrity impacts. ,

:

Engineering _ initiated a review program to provide post-modification design reviews for h_ irs and
PMRs which have not received them. During RF-4, a service water engineer reviewed all MRs,

- MWOs and PMRs dealing with service water with the releasing SRO. Control Room status
boards and P&ID drawings wem updated prior to release of the post-modification design

: eviews. This review was established following this event and continued until service water
modifications and cleaning were complete.

Further training shall be given to all licensed operators on procedures ENG-3-006, ADM-0028,-

" Maintenance Work Order," and the applicable Technical Specifications associated with this
finding. This training.will be given during Licensed Operator Requal Tiaining. CR92-0201 and,

LER 92-008 will be included as required reading for all licensed operators.

Since post-design reviews may be perfonned months or years iri advance of actual installation, a
final design review just prior to starting work to tactor in schedule changes, LCOs, or abnormal

''

plant configuratbns will be evaluated.
..

NRC Penn 486A (6896 '
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A methodology to be used during outages will be developed to provide a unifonn review of -
work packages. All_SSs, COFs, TOs, and outage management personnel will be trained on this
methodology. The maintenance planning process will be revised to aid the maintenance planner
in identifying any MWO that may impact containment integrity.

:

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

GSU has evaluated the safety significance of a fuel handling accident (FHA) in the primary
containment given the breach in the containment as described in this report. This analysis was
perfonned in two parts:

1) Detennine the flow out of containment through the cut 10-inch pipe, and

2) _ Detennine the offsite dose consequences for a FHA with this out flow.

- Operations mutinely vents the containment to lower containment pressure from the alann
setpoint of 0.25 psig to O psig (Ref. 2). Venting is of sbt duration (about 3 minutes) and
eccurs about 3 times per day. However, with the cut pipe no venting was needed. Therefore,
the outflow through the cut pipe was equal to the containment in-leakage (which nonnally makes
venting necessary). Using this operating data and the air volume of containment, from
Reference 3 it is estimated that the flow from containment through the cut 10-inch pipe _

amounted to approximately-50 cfm.

Fuel handling in containment began on 3/31/92, approximately 600 hours after shutdown. If an
FHA had occurred at this time, with leakage of 50 cfm from containment, then the limiting
offsite dose (LPZ thyroid dose) would have been 0.25 Rem (Ref. 4). This offsite dose is 300

-

times less than the FHA offsite dose limit of 75 Rem (25 % of the 10CFR100 limit).

Based on this evaluation, GSU concludes that the safety signi0cance of this postulated event is
low,

e
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1) Condition Report (CR) 92-0234>

-2) Memorandum from J.P. Schippert to J.L. Burton, APM-O/R/C-92-067

3) - Calculation G13.18.14.0*65-0

4) Calculation G13.18.9.5*33-0
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